
the RELATABLATOR
You may have done a great job writing your copy with sizzle and snazz, but
hidden snags may be introducing friction and preventing you from getting your
meaning across. Use this checklist to spot them!

In a hurry? Sticking two non-parallel phrases together without proper punctuation
will slow down comprehension, as your reader struggles to understand the meaning. 
For example: “Thank you for cancelling and we will call you to reschedule.” 
For a microsecond, the reader of this sentence will think they are being thanked for 
TWO things — cancelling and something else. Do the reader a favor and break that 
breathless run-on sentence into two normal ones.

Who did that thing? Facebook used to prompt all posts: “Naomi is...,” causing a
generation of writers to forget about subjects and sometimes verbs. Skipping the
subject of a sentence in formal writing sounds overly breezy. “Happy to help...” 
doesn’t sound as if you’re really happy to help. Own your verbs.

Fust-buster. Are your anecdotes full of salesmen or fax machines? Are you referring
to “the best thing of all time” or “a few decades ago...” Leave that stuff in the
history books and write for today’s people.

TMI. “My friend, the late Joe Argyle, had a great technique for...” I’m sure Joe’s
family grieves his passage mightily, but unless he’s the subject of your writing, 
take him out and get to the point.

Bad rhythm. Too many sentences of the same length or with the same construction
will make your writing sound sing-song-y or heavy and plodding. Read your copy out
loud. Then fix it so it sounds better.

Silly noun-ified verbs. “My ask is...” It’s not so much that this stuff is unnecessary, 
it’s that you’re trying to talk like a boss. This may irritate your audience.

Big words when small ones say it better. “Utilize” means to use something for a
purpose other than what it was originally designed to do: “Miranda utilized the
rake as a back-scratcher.” Puffing up your prose doesn’t impress anyone. Don’t
utilize “utilize” to mean “use.”

Too many exclamation points. Most exclamation points are unnecessary! Do a search
and see how many you really want to keep.
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